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Ã¢â‚¬Â¢Make magical fairies, scary zombies, and cute gnomes with simple supplies and sewing

skillsÃ¢â‚¬Â¢Learn easy crafting skills like hand sewing, finger knitting, sewing buttons and

sequins, and using patternsÃ¢â‚¬Â¢Have a fairy-crafting party! Projects are perfect for birthday

parties, play dates, and afternoon playtimeWelcome to Fairyland! Inside this book, you'll find more

than 28 projects that'll make the most of your imagination. Whether you want to make flower fairies,

zombie sprites or forest gnomes, there's something in here to get you started! You can even craft a

treasure pocket to hide all your creations in. Best of all, you'll learn new sewing skills that you can

show off to your pals!
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This is a &#39;must have&#39; book for kids that enjoy using their imagination and love Fairyland! It

is an excellent book to give as a gift to a child interested in learning to create with basic sewing

projects, as well as for caregivers of children that are looking for fun projects to do with them. Heck,

this book is going to be fun for adults that enjoy Fairyland too!The projects all come with well-written

and easy-to-follow instructions, with great visuals. You can make all sorts of fairies (pretty ones,

funny ones, or even scary ones.) And you can even make gnomes as well as &#39;treasure

keeper&#39; projects where all sorts of little treasures can be stored. Every project is perfect to



keep or for a special gift. (sewcalgal.com, 11/5/13)

Lenka Vodicka-Paredes and Asia Curie are based in Nevada City. Their handwork program

developed through their work at the Nevada City School of the Arts, where they teach classes for

5-year olds to 7-year-olds. Their popular blog can be found at: www.forestfairycrafts.com

No kidding, this book shows you how to make all kinds of fairies from Angel fairies to Zombie fairies!

A fairy for almost anyone! In addition to over 20 different fairies, you can also make over 10 different

treasure/wish keepers.I really like this book as the designs are adorable and the directions are clear.

The authors start off with a list of supplies that you will need and some basic sewing lessons. Next

is a "Troubleshooting" page to help you figure out what went wrong and how to fix it. In addition,

there is a "Notes to Parents" section which contains some very handy tips on dealing with children

and crafting. Each project is labeled with a little "flower" to tell you if the project is "simple" or "tricky",

etc.The book begins with directions on making a basic girl fairy. This basic body will be used to

make many different fairies depending on how you style the hair, face, and clothing for each fairy.

Lot's of really good ideas! The authors offer other body styles for fairies, as well as, a forest gnome.

The treasure/wish keepers are great alternative projects.The pages of this book are quite durable

and the only thing I would change is to give it a spiral binding to make it lay flat. In fact, I think I will

go to Kinko's tomorrow and have one put on!This is a perfect book for parties, play dates, or even

rainy days. I highly recommend it!

We homeschool and each Friday we do art as our 'extra' subject, after our main lessons. Kids have

always enjoyed art, but when I introduced this book to them and told them we were going to start

making fairies, their love of art doubled, at least! For the last six weeks, we have been making a

different kind of fairy from the book. We've started from the beginning with teaching the girls to do

the basic sewing stitches shown in the book. This was excellent because I wanted to teach them to

hand sew too. The girls are 6 & 8 and have caught on easily to sewing. Our six year old needs a bit

of help making the fairy bodies, but otherwise, she's got everything else down pat! Our eight year

old has it down pat. The crafts lend to any material you have on hand, which makes it nice when on

a tight budges, such as we are. Each week the girls are anxiously anticipating our art day. The only

problem is, how am I going to get them away from this eventually to introduce other forms of art?

LOL Hey, if that's the problem, I'll take it!!! Highly recommend this book to anyone who wants to

spend some fun time with your kids being creative. We do this as a family and even my husband



and myself are addicted. We made some as gifts, but were so attached we decided to get them

something else! LOL It's true, they become like little children, each with their own personality.

TOOOOOO much FUN!! Thank you to the authors!

My 8 and 11 year old grand daughters loved making the faeries with the felt scraps and they used

their imaginations for the hair . Glitter , felt , pipe cleaners , embroider thread , buttons and a small

hot glue gun . Wish I had bought some cloth flowers for them to deconstruct to use int the making of

their fairies but with felt and scissors and a needle and thread they did fine . They required little

supervision to make from the book fun items .

If you are a crafter and would like to pass on that passion to your grandchildren, then this is the

book for you. The easy to follow instructions, the colorful illustrations, and the child-appealing

projects make this book invaluable. There are 28 projects to choose from - simple fairies; special

ones like the birthday fairy, a pirate, or mermaid; soft felt fairies; and pocket keepers and animal

shaped pouches. What a fun activity to do with your grandchild while at the same time teaching

them various sewing stitches, how to use patterns, add embelishments, and use glue, paint, etc. to

enhance their projects.

This is such a well laid out book with step by step instructions. Having all the possible materials you

will need to assemble up front is very helpful. The detailed description of the stitches necessary is

so clear for the user. The practice face drawing is a wonderful idea. Many of the projects are very

appealing for making with grandchildren and for friends. I look forward to many projects from this

marvelous book.

So many ideas and great instructions to create your very own wonderful world of fairies! Seasonal,

flower, woodland, you name it! If you like small projects and love to create, this is a fantastic place

to spend some time! Follow the instructions and create what is on the page, or use your imagination

with the pages giving you inspiration! You will soon have a small forest of friends to keep you

company and your hands will be busy! And at the end of the day, you have a family of friends you

have created!

I've added this to my nieces easter basket and can't wait to give it to her. Im going to a craft store to

purchase all you need to make these adorable fairies and packing it all up in a beautiful Easter



basket package I think I'm buying some materials for myself too! If you glance through videos

online, they seem pretty easy to make. Very sweet

Lots of different styles and easy to make. I do the cutting part and my 8 years old can make it on her

own. For my 5 years old I need to do the tying and my 3 years old is so happy to choose the

different colors, hairs and drawing her own faces. We used this book for my 8y birthday and all her

friends could do their own fairies. It took 30min and they all loved it.
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